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Sharon Owens
at the heels of her delightfully fascinating debut comes Sharon Owens's new novel of romance
and regret--and the winding paths to love. Johnny Hogan, raised on Hollywood movies, has
opened the ballroom on Magnolia highway to carry that excellent fable to life--for himself, for
dedicated romantics, and for everybody on the town who nonetheless believes in very unlikely
dreams.
this is often might be my least favourite of Sharon Owen's work. The Ballroom on Magnolia
highway begins very slow, in fact, the 1st half the publication I think about principally useless.
Luckily, I caught via and used to be rewarded with an honest moment half the book.Unlike her
different works an excellent component of this novel truly does not contain the ballroom.
whereas the characters are often there or point out it, it's not the main target just like the Tea
Room or Pub have been in her different novels.At the start we are brought to Johnny
"Hollywood" Hogan, the landlord of the ballroom. He has a penchant for Blue Suede footwear
and Marion, one other character's (Declan) mother. he is recognized for having stopped a
criminal offense years prior to within the ballroom and likewise for being the one survivor of a
bombing in the community the place the ballroom is whilst he was once The Ballroom on
Magnolia Street born.The such a lot favourite characters are sisters Kate and Shirley. within the
first 1/2 the unconventional i could not stand both of them. They have been either very
superficial and written to be fairly annoying. whereas Shirley improves midways throughout the
novel, it's not till nearly the top whilst Kate redeems herself. either one of the sisters are in a
perpetual hunt for romance (or in Kate's case) an exceptional time. Shirley, in particular has a
specific thing for Declan.After the 1st 1/2 the booklet is completed the tale quite will get going.
Shirley will get concerned with Declan ultimately (even although in a single paragraph of the 1st
booklet he beloved Kate, which is rarely defined away). Kate begins relationship a mechanic out
of jealousy of her sister's relationship. those relationships form out the second one 1/2 the
booklet and evolve right into a double marriage ceremony that explanations quite a few kinds of
grief.Also featured is a kidnapping that appeared a bit of misplaced and a transference of the
possession of the ballroom, that's fast and comfortably reversed on the finish of the novel. Like
her different novels, the final bankruptcy involves diverse paragraphs explaining what occurs to
every of the characters, even the lowliest of facet characters.Her writing continues to be cheery
during this booklet and it would not be a foul learn with a bubble tub and a pitcher of The
Ballroom on Magnolia Street wine (the wine is essential for buying throughout the first half). It
simply did not appear to have the allure that her different novels did and that i The Ballroom on
Magnolia Street did not hook up with the characters as much.The Ballroom on Magnolia
StreetPublished in 2004356 pages
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